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Abstract: MANET is used for many distributed network, the lack of a centralized administration makes these networks
attractive for several distributed applications, such as sensing, Internet access to deprived communities, and disaster
recovering. Mobility feature of the Ad hoc Network produce many problems in the network, due to this feature ad hoc
network does not maintain any infrastructure, it also Address affects address assignment of the nodes in network, that is
node’s address configuration. As other wireless networks, ad hoc nodes also need a unique network address to enable
multihop routing and full connectivity. Address assignment in ad hoc networks, is even more challenging issue Because of
the self-organized nature of these environments some time it leads to node’s address collision in the network. To solve
this problem many protocols proposed. It increases the control load of the network. Another important issue is frequency
partition in the network due to fading channels. Proposed system gives the solutions to this problem, this system proposes
the FAP, it achieves low communication overhead and low latency, resolving all address collisions even in network
partition merging events. When compared to other system it reduces the overhead.
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I. INTRODUCTION
`Address assignment is a key challenge in ad hoc
networks due to the lack of infrastructure. Autonomous
addressing protocols require a distributed and self-managed
mechanism to avoid address collisions in a dynamic network
with fading channels [1], frequent partitions, and
joining/leaving nodes. This proposed system proposes the
FAP to node’s address configuration. Address assignment is a
key challenge in ad hoc networks due to the lack of
infrastructure. Autonomous addressing protocols require a
distributed and self-managed mechanism to avoid address
collisions in a dynamic network with fading channels, frequent
partitions, and joining/leaving nodes. The proposed system
uses the filter signature for partition merge and effective
node’s address configuration Therefore, if the set of assigned
addresses changes, the filter signature also changes. Actually,
when using random numbers to identify the partition instead
of hash of the filter, the identifier does not change with the set
of assigned addresses. Therefore, filter signatures improves
the ability to correctly detect and merge partitions. In this
paper, we propose and analyze an efficient Approach called
Filter-based Addressing Protocol (FAP) [2]. The pro- posed
protocol maintains a distributed database stored in filters
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containing the currently allocated addresses in a compact
fashion. We consider both the Bloom filter and a proposed
filter, called Sequence filter, to design a filter-based protocol
that assures both the univocal address configuration of the
nodes joining the network and the detection of address
collisions Address Filterer merging partitions. Our filter-based
approach simplifies the univocal address allocation and the
detection of address collisions because every node can easily
check whether an address is already assigned or not. We also
propose to use the hash of this filter as a partition identifier,
providing an important feature for an easy detection of
network partitions. Hence, we introduce the filters to store the
allocated addresses without incurring in high storage
overhead. The filters are distributed maintained by exchanging
the hash of the filters among neighbors. This allows nodes to
detect with a small control overhead neighbors using different
filters, which could cause address collisions. Hence, our
proposal is a robust addressing scheme because it guarantees
that all nodes share the same allocated list.
Many existing works in the address assignment, has
the overhead, and It does not gives the proper solution to the
network partition merge. The best filter for FAP depends on
network characteristics such as the estimated number of nodes
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in the network and the number of available addresses. It also
depends on the false-positive and false-negative rates of the
filter. Bloom filters do not present false negatives, which mean
that a membership test of an element that was inserted into the
filter is always positive.
II. RELATED WORK
The lack of servers hinders the use of centralized
addressing schemes in ad hoc networks. In simple distributed
addressing schemes, however, it is hard to avoid duplicated
addresses because a random choice of an address by each node
would result in a high collision probability, as demonstrated
by the birthday paradox [4]. Address auto configuration
proposals that do not store the list of allocated addresses are
typically based on a distributed protocol called Duplicate
Address Detection (DAD) [3]. In this protocol, every joining
node randomly chooses an address and floods the network
with an Address Request message (AREQ) for a number of
times to guarantee that all nodes receive the new allocated
address. If the randomly chosen address is already al- located
to another node, this node advertises the duplication to the
joining node sending an Address Reply message (AREP).
When the joining node receives an AREP, it randomly
chooses another address and repeats the flooding process.
Otherwise, it allocates the chosen address. This proposal,
however, does not take into account network partitions and is
not suitable for ad hoc networks. Other proposals use routing
information to work around the addressing problem. Weak
DAD [5], for instance, routes packets correctly even if there is
an address collision. In this protocol, every node is identified
by its address and a key. DAD is executed on the 1-hop
neighborhood, and collisions with the other nodes are
identified by information from the routing protocol. If some
nodes choose the same address and key, however, the collision
is not detected. Moreover, Weak DAD depends on modifying
the routing protocols.
Prophet [6] allocates addresses based on a pseudorandom function with high entropy. The first node in the
network, called prophet, chooses a seed for a random sequence
and assigns ad- dresses to any joining node that contacts it.
The joining nodes start to assign addresses to other nodes from
different points of the random sequence, constructing an
address assignment tree. Prophet does not flood the network
and, as a consequence, generates a low control load. The
protocol, however, requires an ad- dress range much larger
than the previous protocols to support the same number of
nodes in the network. Moreover, it depends on the quality of
the pseudo-random generator to avoid duplicated addresses.
Therefore, it needs a mechanism, like DAD, to detect
duplicated addresses, which increases the protocol complexity
and eliminates the advantage of a low control message
overhead.
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Our proposal aims to reduce the control load and to
improve partition merging detections without requiring high
storage capacity. These objectives are achieved through small
filters and an accurate distributed mechanism to update the
states in nodes. Furthermore, we propose the use of the filter
signature (i.e., a hash of the filter) as a partition identifier
instead of random numbers. The filter signature represents the
set of all the nodes within the partition. Therefore, if the set of
assigned addresses changes, the filter signature also changes.
Actually, when using random numbers to identify the partition
instead of hash of the filter, the identifier does not change with
the set of assigned addresses. Therefore, filter signatures
improves the ability to correctly detect and merge partitions.
III.FAP
The proposed system proposes the protocol called
FAP and it reduces Collision of address in the ad hoc network.
FAP uses a distributed compact filter to represent the current
set of allocated addresses. Every node has filter to simplify
frequent node joining events it also reduce the control over
head in the address collisions. Signature of the Filter is
important feature in the proposed system .so that it can easily
detected that network merging events. In which address
conflicts may occurs. For easy detection of the collision of
address in the network it uses the filter signature the proposed
system proposes the use of two different filters, depending on
the scenario: the Bloom filter, which is based on hash
functions, and the Sequence filter, proposed in this proposed
system, which compresses data based on the address sequence.
A. Bloom Filters
Another natural way to represent a set is to use
hashing [7]. Each item of the set can be hashed into (-) (log n)
bits, and a (sorted) list of hash values then represents the set.
This approach yields very small error probabilities. For
example, using 2 log2 n bits per set element, the probability
that two distinct elements obtain the same hash value is 1/n2.
Hence the probability that any element not in the set matches
some hash value in the set is at most n/n2 = 1/n by the
standard union bound.
Bloom filters can be interpreted as a natural
generalization of hashing that allows more interesting
tradeoffs between the number of bits used per set element and
the probability of false positives. (Indeed, a Bloom filter with
just one hash function is equivalent to hashing.) Bloom filters
yield a constant false positive probability even if a constant
number of bits are used per set element. For example, when m
= 8n, the false positive probability is just over 0.02. For most
theoretical analyses, this tradeoff is not interesting; using
hashing yields an asymptotically vanishing probability of error
with only (-) (log n) bits per element. Bloom filters have
therefore received little attention in the theoretical community.
In contrast, for practical applications the price of a constant
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false positive probability may well be worthwhile to reduce
the necessary space.
B. Sequence Filter
The other filter structure that we propose is called
Sequence filter, and it stores and compacts addresses based on
the sequence of addresses.

Fig.1. Insertion procedure of the address element ai =
192.168.0.3 in the filters used with FAP. For the sequence
filter, the address range, whose size is, goes from a0 =
192.168.0.1 to ar-1 = 192.168.0.254 with a 192.168.0.0/24 sub
network. (a) Sequence filter, assuming an address range of
r=254 addresses.
This filter is created by the concatenation of the first
address of the address sequence, which we call initial element
(a0), with an r-bit vector, where is the address range size. In
this filter, each address suffix is represented by one bit,
indexed by, which gives the distance between the initial
element suffix (a0suffix) and the current element suffix
(aisuffix). If a bit is in 1, then the address with the given suffix
is considered as inserted into the filter; otherwise, the bit in 0
indicates that the address does not belong to the filter.
Therefore, there are neither false positives nor false
negatives in the Sequence filter because each available address
is deterministically represented by its respective bit. The
Sequence filter and the procedure to insert an element into the
filter are illustrated in Fig. 1(a).

IV.

MODULE DESCRIPTION

1) Network Initialization:
There are two kinds of initializations in the networks.
Abrupt initialization: joining of the nodes at the same time is
called abrupt Initialization. Gradual initialization: joining of
the node Address Filter some interval and is considered as the
gradual initialization. Initially a node waits to join or try to
join in the network for that it listens to the medium for a
particular period (Tl) .If the node does not receive the hello
message with in the listening period it will act as the initiator
node .The Initiator node starts the network alone or with other
initiator nodes. Otherwise it acts as the joining node with the
network already exists. Hello messages used in the
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initialization for a node to advertise its current association
status and partition identifier, which is signature of the filter of
each node it contains. From fig. 2.AREQ message is used to
indicate that previously available address is now allocated.
Each AREQ has an identifier number, which is used to
differentiate AREQ messages generated by different nodes,
but with the same address.
An initiator randomly chooses an address, and it also
creates an empty filter and starts the network initialization
phase .Address Filter that the node floods the AREQ messages
Nf times in the network. If there is other imitator node in the
network that also send the AREQ floods messages Nf times to
increase the reception of the AREQ messages by all the nodes
present in the network. It is for a node randomly choose the
address. Address Filter particular time of waiting period the
node does not waits for the AREQ message .the node leaves
the initialization phase ,insert the address in its filter ,the
address received

By the AREQ messages from each node. And then the node
starts to send the Hello messages with filter signature which
is the hash value of the address filter. The signature plays the
important role in the partition events. If the initiator node
receives the same address with different identifier. The node
finds there is the address collision. In this situation the node
wait for particular time and choose another available address it
is to be continued until each node allocates the unique address
to it During the wait period it receives the many AREQ
messages and check for the address collision Therefore,
Address Filter, the node knows a more complete list of
allocated address, which decreases the probability of choosing
a used address. Hence, the period decreases the probability of
collisions and, consequently reduces network control load.

2) Node Ingress (or) Joining of Node:
During the node joining the Host node checks the
messages whether for the joining procedure or for partition
procedure in Fig. 3. After the initialization the node ask for
send the Hello message and after the Hello message send by
the host node ,the node sends the Address Filter message AF
,.now the host node checks for the I bit is set to be 1 or 0, it is
indicate whether the messages for joining procedure or the
partition procedure. If the message came from a joining node
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then, the host node answers the request with another AF with
bit set to 1, indicating that the Address Filter is an answer to a
previous filter request. When the joining node receives the
Address request reply message, it stores the address filter,
chooses a random available address, and floods the network
with an AREQ to allocate the new address. When the other
nodes receive the AREQ, they insert the new address in their
filters and update their filter signatures with the hash of the
updated filter.

Finally, all the nodes merge the other partition filter
with its own filter, insert the addresses received in the AREQs
into the new filter, and update the filter signature.
4) Node Departure:
3) Partition Merge Events:
Merging events are also detected based on Hello and
AF messages Nodes in different partitions choose their
address based only on the set of addresses of their partition.
Hence, nodes in different partitions can select the same
address, which may cause collisions after the partitions
merged. If Address filter received from the node, in that I bit
indicates 0 that is partition to be done in Fig. 4. The filter
signature of the different partition differ in the signature, from
that it is to identified that node contain the different group of
address. In this both node distribute filter of its two partitions,
each node on the lowest-priority partition must check whether
its address is on the other partition filter to detect collisions. If
there is a collision, the node randomly chooses an available
address in both filters and floods the network with an AREQ
to allocate the new address. If the node receives an AREQ
with the same address that it has chosen, but with a different
sequence number, it chooses another address because another
node has also chosen the same address.

When node leaves the network and the it floods the
notification message in the network to remove the address
from the address filter to perform the proper shutdown. The
departure of the node is indicated by the fraction of the filter.
So each time every node verifies that its filter fraction bit to
check or to know the departure of node. Therefore, every node
verifies this fraction in their address filters every time the filter
is updated. If this fraction reaches a threshold that indicates
that the filter is full or almost full, all the nodes reset their
address filters and returns to the network initialization.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Performance of the protocol is evaluated using
Network Simulator (ns-2). Proposed protocol is compared
with existing protocol.
A. Control Overhead
It denotes the number of messages involved in address
initialization and comparison and allocation process in Fig. 5.
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handles the join and leaves of the nodes properly. The
proposed system reduces the control load. FAP provides the
smaller delays in the partition merging events and node
joining event. Compared to the existing work. This is
achieved because FAP is able to detect all merging events and
also because FAP is robust to message losses. FAP
initialization Procedure is simple and efficient.
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The impact of the network size, the network density,
and the number of transmissions of flooding messages in
abrupt network initialization is evaluated. Proposed protocol
suffers a greater influence on the control load than the existing
protocol. We first analyze the impact of one node joining the
network. A rectangular space with nodes distributed in grid is
considered. The control load after the last node joins the
network and the required delay to obtain an address is
measured. Simulation results reveal that proposed protocol
resolves all the address collisions and also reduces the control
traffic when compared to existing protocol.
VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS
The proposed system uses the key idea is to use
address filters to avoid address collisions, reduce the control
load, and decrease the address allocation delay. Proposed FAP
avoid the collision of the address in partition merge event. it
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